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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Happy Spring everyone!
More than one year out from
the onset of pandemic
lockdowns, we hope you are all
faring well after the challenging
year. While Student Agencies
continues to adhere to New
York State guidelines regarding
Covid-19, we are hopeful that
the rollout of vaccines through
this spring will allow for a return to more normal
in-office operations.
The construction of the Student Agencies Building
continues on schedule and budget. The residential
portion of the building is now 100% leased for the
2021/2022 academic year and Ithaca Beer will be the
first floor commercial tenant! We still have a second
space available in the basement and are actively
searching for a suitable tenant. We are very excited for
the building to open this August.
As some of you may have already seen, we are excited
to announce the launch of our new St u den t Agen cies

Con n ect plat f or m ! With this platform, alumni can
reconnect with fellow classmates, offer mentorship
and career advice to students, and expand their
current networks within the Student Agencies
community. If you haven't already joined, we
encourage you to do so at
https://connect.studentagencies.com. We w ill also
be h oldin g a r edevelopm en t Q&A pan el on t h e
1st of Ju n e at 6:30pm . Th e det ails f or t h is even t
can be f ou n d on St u den t Agen cies Con n ect
u n der t h e even t s t ab. Stay tuned for more
updates in our next newsletter!
This edition of eNews will include the following:
-

A Distinguished Lecturer Series Feature on
Pet er Nolan (BS'80, M BA '82)
A Letter from the President of SAI Ch ar lie
Lee ('22)
An eLab Spotlight on Bolt
A Student Executive Spotlight on Qu in n
Ack er m an ('23)
An Alumni Spotlight on Sar ah Dan zig-Sim on
('00)

Sincerely,
Sh ar on Dau k (M BA '89)

Chairwoman and President

DISTINGUISHEDLECTURERSERIES:
PETERNOLAN(BS'80,MBA'82)
Earlier this month, former SAI President Peter
Nolan ('80) stopped by the Student Agencies
office at 409 College to share his career advice
and reflect on his time spent at Student Agencies.
Peter grew up in Cazenovia, a village in upstate
New York and transferred to Cornell his
sophomore year. In need of a job to help fund his
education, Peter sought out Mike Bachich who
served as CFO of SAI at the time. Mike found a
place for Peter in their fridge rental business and
immediately, Peter was put to work.
Peter ?s first
job at SAI was
anything but
glamorous.
With a smile,
Peter
recounted his
first two

weeks on the job. For hours every day, Peter
cleaned out moldy mini fridges that he then
rented out to students during orientation
week. From there, Peter moved onto bigger
and better things: Pronto Pizza. In the old
SAI building, the agency offices were located
directly above an Italian restaurant. To take
advantage of this, the student managers
launched a pizza delivery service in
partnership with their downstairs neighbors.
In just 60 days, due to delays in delivery of
the pizzas, the business flopped.
To Peter, that?s what made Student Agencies
great. The Student Agencies Peter knew was
the ?Wild West? where ideas were constantly
thrown around and new unproven business
models were pursued: ?we were very
entrepreneurial, so if someone had an idea
we thought might turn a profit, we did it. We
created a service where parents could pay
for us to deliver cakes to students on their
birthdays. A member of our team managed
to get the home addresses and birthdays of
every Cornell student and we sent a note to

every single household offering the service. It
was such a simple idea, but a huge number of
parents were interested in it.? While the
university eventually banned the cake service,
Peter learned a tremendous amount from
starting and running a wide variety of agencies.
During his time spent at Student Agencies, Peter
learned powerful lessons that few
undergraduates are exposed to. Most
importantly, he gained an appreciation for
understanding how to manage other people? a
lesson that has only become more important as
he has progressed in his career. Student
Agencies provided Peter with his first real world
exposure: ?the headaches, the unanticipated
issues? until you go through them first hand,
your view of business will be totally unrealistic.?
Since graduating from Cornell, Peter has had an
impressive career in finance. Beginning in
investment banking fresh out of college, Peter
remembered being clueless when he first
stepped onto the Street, but with great flexibility
that he largely attributed to his experience at
SAI, Peter hiked his way up the learning curve.

Peter enjoyed his time spent in investment
banking? he made some of his best friends,
was able to sit in on meetings with
impressive C-suite individuals, and loved the
fast-paced nature of the work. Seeking a
better work-life balance, Peter eventually
exited for Private Equity. Since then, Peter
has had a phenomenal career, currently
serving as Senior Advisor at Leonard Green
& Partners and as Chairman of Nolan
Capital, Inc.

.

LETTERFROMSAI 2021PRESIDENT,
CHARLESLEE('22)
Dear Student Agencies Alumni and Friends,
With the Ithaca weather
starting to improve,
Student Agencies
continues to ramp up for
summer operations. In
particular, Big Red
Shipping and Storage and
the Cornellian Yearbook
are both preparing for a
successful end to the
academic year.
With final exams less than a month away,
planning is well underway for Big Red Shipping
and Storage peak. Over the last several weeks,
Big Red managers Alayna and Drew have hired
three new assistant managers to support the

move-out operations. The team is also
working to plan and implement the
appropriate marketing, labor recruitment,
and truck logistics to successfully service the
Cornell storage market.
In addition, the Cornellian is preparing for
Yearbook distribution. With the 2021
Yearbook expected to arrive at the beginning
of May, we plan to run multiple delivery days
to allow seniors to collect their books on
campus. With a record number of ads
purchased and very strong Yearbook sales,
we believe that this will be an outstanding
year for the publication.
For Hired Hands Moving Company and
Campus Promotions, we are working to
ensure that we have suitable procedures in
place to increase our marketing presence and
manage additional demand over the summer.
Overall, as we wrap up the spring semester, I
think the entire team is looking forward to
finishing classes and focusing on Student

. Agencies full-time over the summer.
With the August 18th move in day less than four
months away, the building is rapidly progressing
towards completion. The interior build-out is
now advancing from the second floor to the top
of the building. While the lower units units are
mostly complete with kitchens and bathrooms
installed, drywall is still being hung on the higher
floors.
As the units take shape, the high-quality
amenities, floor-to-ceiling glass and granite
countertops have been particularly impressive.
On the exterior of the building, almost all of the
windows are installed. The brick facade on the
College Ave side is also taking shape along with
finishing touches to the exterior of the Oak
Avenue side. Over the summer, our team will be
manage the installation of the furniture, gym
equipment and signage. We can't wait to see the
building become the nicest apartment complex
in Collegetown.

In the next newsletter, I look forward to
reporting on the final preparations for our Big
Red Storage Peak and the progress towards full
summer operations.

Yours Sincerely,
Ch ar les Lee '22
President, 2021

PROGRESSIONOFTHESTUDENTAGENCIESBUILDINGREDEVELOPMENT

To view the building's live progress, follow this link and scroll
down to the bottom of the page:
h t t ps:/ / w w w.st u den t agen cies.com /

.

ANELABSPOTLIGHTONBOLT
This month we would like to introduce the Bolt
team- a duo that ?is leveraging cutting edge
technologies? to help ice hockey players become
better skaters. Dan Wedm an (?18) initially came
up with the idea for the Bolt company during his
time at Cornell on the varsity men?s ice hockey
team. He ?was always one of the faster runners
on the ice hockey team but one of the slower
skaters? and knew something ?was
biomechanically inefficient in the way [he]
skated.? His passion for learning what elite
skaters did differently and how to translate this
into a product, came to fruition a few years after
his graduation. Once he formed a more solidified
idea in his mind, Dan contacted Kyle Bet t s (?21).
Kyle is a current senior on the varsity men?s ice
hockey team at Cornell studying electrical and
computer engineering. Kyle was the perfect fit to

start the company with Dan as ?he had the
skill set needed to build Bolt.? Once on the
team, he immediately recognized the vision
of the company and brought to it the
enthusiasm and drive needed to build a
startup company.
The pair started their company around a
year ago, exactly the time that the COVID-19
pandemic hit. However, the pandemic gave
both men more free time during their day.
This allowed them to be able to work on this
project by coming up with more ideas and
spending time fleshing out their product.
Although, the virus did free up their
schedules, it also brought about challenges
in trying to test out their product on actual
people. Dan remembers one time he had
arranged a time to meet with NHL players
who were excited to try out their
technologies. He drove all the way down to a
rink in New Jersey from his home in New
York City only to find out that the rink had
closed due to a Covid outbreak that started

the day before. Despite these challenges, the
Bolt team has continued ?to build their company
together, brick by brick.?
Moreover, the pair has utilized the opportunities
granted by the eLab incubator. ELab has
provided Dan and Kyle with the platform to learn
about all aspects of building a company and
granted them a plethora of diverse ideas and
opinions about entrepreneurship in general.
Additionally, the mentorship program within
eLab has been instrumental in deciding the
direction and success of their company. Dan
commented that the eLab mentorship has given
them ?insights and advice that has probably
saved us months or years of future issues?.
These advisors within eLab have also given the
company a reliable community of Cornellian
entrepreneurs? a supportive network that
wants to see each startup succeed.
Right now, Bolt?s immediate goal is to have their
initial product ready for testing by this summer.
Their current product is a technology that utilizes
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and video
motion capture to optimize a skater 's form and

speed. Since they do not have a finalized
product yet, doing this will allow them to get
feedback and have a finished product ready
by next year. For ice hockey players, the
summer months are key for fine-tuning their
skills, making this goal a perfectly timed
endeavor. Down the road, Bolt wants to be
working with hockey players of all different
levels to help people become the best
skaters they can be. By ?leveraging
cutting-edge technology, including motion
capture and machine learning, to identify
deficiencies in skating biomechanics,? the
Bolt company is positioned to grow into a
successful company that helps as many
skaters as they possibly can.

.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOCHIEF
FINANCIALOFFICER,QUINN
ACKERMAN('23)
As our first Student team
member to be featured
on the Student Agencies
Connect platform, we
would like to introduce
our CFO Qu in n
Ack er m an (?23) who is a
sophomore studying in
the Dyson School of Applied Economics and
Management. Quinn was born in Boston, MA and
moved with her family to the small town of
Mendon, a suburb of Rochester, NY. While Quinn
graduated from Honeoye Falls Lima High School,
Quinn spent her freshman year abroad in Vienna
with her family while her mom performed
genetics research for her sabbatical. During this
time, Quinn attended a German speaking high
school and was able to travel to Spain, Hungary,

Denmark, Italy, and even Egypt.
Like many students on the 2021-2022 SAI team,
Quinn hails from a big Cornell family? both her
parents attended the school and her younger
brother Phil is a current freshman! What really
drew Quinn to Cornell was the opportunity to
explore an undergraduate business school
education. With such a diverse and tight knit
community, Dyson seemed like the perfect fit.
Last year, Quinn served as the Social Media
Manager of the Hotel Ezra Cornell team. Run
entirely by students, Hotel Ezra is an annual
hospitality industry conference. It brings
together some of the most respected leaders
in the space to deliver thoughtful programming
and inform people about the current state of
the industry. While Quinn enjoyed the
independence offered by being a part of the
student team, she wanted to shift away from
hospitality and into other aspects of business,
specifically real estate.
That?s where Student Agencies came into play.
During her first Dyson course, Quinn heard

Reid Kleinman (HHMC, ?22)? who was a
teaching assistant for the class? discuss his
experience at SAI. She was excited by the idea
of working in a small business environment and
the prospect of joining another student-run
team like that of Hotel Ezra Cornell. Come the
fall of 2020, Quinn was reminded of her interest
in SAI when she took note of the Student
Agencies Building Redevelopment and
subsequently applied for the General Manager
of Real Estate position. Quinn ended up on the
Executive Team as CFO, and has worked closely
with Charlie, Kyle, and the Real Estate team to
track the financials of the project.
In her role as CFO, Quinn has drawn upon
lessons from her Dyson courses as well as her
experience performing basic accounting and
financial modeling for her family?s real estate
business. As CFO, Quinn gets to play a role in
each of the businesses. As such, she has
enjoyed overseeing the constant small changes
and pivots that the managers must make each
month to generate revenue. Additionally, she is
intrigued by how intertwined the businesses

are: ?working with all of the managers, I get to
see how interconnected and collaborative
Student Agencies really is. It?s great to see how
we can take advantage of the competencies of
each business so that all the branches of SAI can
succeed? not only from a creative standpoint,
but a financial one too.?
During the rest of her time at SAI, Quinn can?t
wait to watch the Real Estate team make
significant progress with the redevelopment
project and for Ithaca Beer Company to open its
doors at 409 College. As Student Agencies moves
into the most exciting part of the year (summer!),
Quinn is excited to spend time with her
coworkers and get the full Student Agencies
experience.

ANALUMNISPOTLIGHTONSARAH
DANZIG-SIMON('00)
Sar ah Dan zig- Sim on ('00) grew up in New York City
and attended Fieldston Day School for the majority of
her early life. When it came time to begin her college
search, Sarah was drawn to Cornell and its ILR
program. Sarah was intrigued by the opportunity to
attend a school within the college and so, when
accepted, she chose the ILR School at Cornell. Once
here, Sarah quickly became involved in the Cornell
Fitness Centers. From freshman year through
sophomore year, Sarah was one of the first student
managers. With that managerial experience under
her belt, Sarah was perfectly prepped to take on her
role as a student manager within Student Agencies.
When Sarah first joined, she was the manager of
Hired Hands. One of the most interesting aspects of
Sarah?s experience as a manager was being a young
woman who had to hire and manage men older than
she was. Back then, HHMC sourced its labor from the
local Ithacan population to carry out moves instead of

Cornell students. The challenges posed by
finding and training a labor force gave Sarah a
lot of confidence as she handled the logistics of
orchestrating an entire moving company.
From there, she moved onto the Human
Resources executive position. In both of these
positions, Sarah gained immensely valuable
experience. Between hiring new students,
managing salaries, navigating labor
regulations, and balancing a busy schedule,
Sarah developed skills that laid the foundation
for her professional career post-college.
Being a member of the Student Agencies team
?felt very special.? Under the guidance of
former Student Agencies Managing Director
Dan Kathan, Sarah received invaluable
mentorship. ?At Student Agencies, Dan wanted
our businesses to succeed, but most
importantly, he wanted all of us student
managers to grow. It was a special relationship
where we were being pushed to do our best,
but we weren?t motivated out of fear of

failure? more out of a desire to make him proud
and see our businesses flourish.?
For her first nine years out of school, Sarah
worked in various roles within the finance
industry. While she enjoyed working, when
Sarah?s daughter was born, she soon realized that
she could not balance motherhood with the
demands of a finance job. During her short stint
as a stay-at-home mom, Sarah soon realized that
she couldn?t do that either. To strike the right
balance between her work and home life, Sarah
pivoted towards working with non-profit
fundraising that would allow her the flexibility to
raise a family. Having previously worked in
investor relations and business development on
the asset management side of finance, Sarah?s
skills transferred over seamlessly. She began as
the Director of Alumni Giving at the Fieldston
School? Sarah?s alma mater. Over the course
often years, Sarah advanced to the position of
Assistant Head of School, assuming an integral
role in the management of the school?s
fundraising and strategic projects.

In her current role as the Chief Advancement
Officer for The Boy?s Club of New York City, Sarah
has faced enormous challenges. Having started
her position in February of 2020, Sarah?s uptake
of her new role coincided with the beginning of
the Covid-19 lock downs. In the face of this
obstacle, Sarah has made it her mission to find
unique ways to provide a great experience to the
children The Boy?s Club serves. Moving operations
to a virtual platform and finding ways to offer
programs to the kids without interruption are a
few of the challenges Sarah has faced over the
past year. While it has been hard, ?seeing these
initiatives through and seeing that we have
provided valuable opportunities for these kids at
such a critical time has been rewarding to say the
least.?
Currently, Sarah is working to help spread
information about vaccines to these under served
communities. With the spring roll out of vaccines,
she is hopeful that The Boy?s Club will be able to
resume operations of their summer sleep-away

camp. Working hard to help those who need it
most, we are so proud that Sarah Danzig-Simon, an
inspiring servant leader, is a member of our
Student Agencies family.

